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Abstract: Electricity smart meter consumption data is enabling utilities to analyze consumption
information at unprecedented granularity. Much focus has been directed towards consumption
clustering for diversifying tariffs; through modern clustering methods, cluster analyses have been
performed. However, the clusters developed exhibit a large variation with resulting shadow clusters,
making it impossible to truly identify the individual clusters. Using clearly defined dwelling types,
this paper will present methods to improve clustering by harvesting inherent structure from the
smart meter data. This paper clusters domestic electricity consumption using smart meter data from
the Danish city of Esbjerg. Methods from time series analysis and wavelets are applied to enable the
K-Means clustering method to account for autocorrelation in data and thereby improve the clustering
performance. The results show the importance of data knowledge and we identify sub-clusters of
consumption within the dwelling types and enable K-Means to produce satisfactory clustering by
accounting for a temporal component. Furthermore our study shows that careful preprocessing of the
data to account for intrinsic structure enables better clustering performance by the K-Means method.
Keywords: smart meter analysis; electricity consumption clustering; data analysis;
K-Means; autocorrelation
1. Introduction
The number of days that Denmark fully covers its electricity demand through renewable sources
is increasing. By the end of 2020, renewable electricity production in Denmark is projected to cover an
average of 84% of electricity demand [1]. Though there is still a deficit of renewables in the system,
the gap is closing, also at a European scale [2]. The caveat is that renewables induce volatility in
the electricity grid as the production is tied to uncontrollable sources. A deeper understanding of
electricity demand can help alleviate the implications of the volatile production, by promoting flexible
consumption through tariff incentives.
The advent of residential electricity smart meters has enabled utilities to record and monitor
electricity consumption by the minute. Recording electricity consumption at this unprecedented
granularity can help us understand electricity demand in more detail. Analyzing consumption
patterns can enable electricity utilities to develop targeted tariffs for individual groups mitigating
production volatility by harnessing the flexibility of consumers.
The future electricity grid is expected to experience growing demand from the electrification of
transportation [1] and the increased application of electric heat pumps. The introduction of renewable
resources in the electricity sector therefore introduces significant challenges. The expected increase
in demand and volatility in electricity production will put a strain on the entire distribution and
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transmission grid. Demand flexibility has been discussed as a means to match demand with the
volatility in production. To evaluate demand flexibility, a deeper understanding of consumption
patterns is essential.
The application of smart meter data to cluster electricity consumption is a research field that
has been gaining momentum over the past decade, beginning with [3], which analyzed smart meter
electricity data, clustering methods and validation. In the electricity smart meter literature, K-Means
is a very prevalent [4] method for clustering. The clusters created often exhibit variation to such an
extent that clusters overlap, resulting in academically viable but practically indistinguishable clusters.
This paper will apply modern data mining techniques and methods from signal analysis to
reduce the cluster overlap. The proposed methods will enable K-Means to analyze intrinsic data
information which was previously ignored by the clustering. Reducing the overlap will produce more
distinguishable and generally applicable cluster solutions. Data from more than 34,000 household
electricity smart meters are included in the analysis performed in this paper. This paper contributes to
the electricity smart meter literature through the following:
• Presenting a cluster analysis of Danish household electricity consumption data.
• Confirmation of autocorrelation in the data, information which K-Means is unable to incorporate
in the clustering.
• Transformation and extraction of input data features enabling K-Means to account for
autocorrelation in the clustering. This can easily be extended to include other data structures.
• Extending the concept of cross-validation to unsupervised learning employing cluster validation
indices resulting in variability estimates of the resulting clustering performance.
The remainder of this paper is divided into six sections. First, Section 2 describes the current
state of the art of smart meter electricity consumption classification, followed by a data summary and
preprocessing in Section 3. Section 4 outlines the methodology applied in this paper. In Section 5 we
apply the methodology to the smart meter electricity consumption data, followed by a discussion of
the results in Section 6, and Section 7 concludes with the papers contributions.
2. Literature Review
This section presents a review of the current state of the art in smart meter electricity consumption
clustering. The foundation for the study is [4], which conducts a systematic review of the current state
of the art in smart meter data analytics. The paper evaluates approximately 2100 unique peer-reviewed
papers and presents three main finding related to clustering methods, data and cluster validation.
Several methods for clustering have been applied and the most prevalent is K-means [5,6] and
derivatives such as fuzzy K-Means [7,8] and adaptive K-Means [9]. Further algorithms like hierarchical
clustering [10,11], and random effect mixture models [12,13] are also popular. Many of the papers
apply K-Means for baseline clustering and compare more advanced methods to this baseline [14–16],
with inconclusive outcomes regarding the best method for clustering. Some papers make an effort to
preprocess the smart meter data; popular preprocessing methods are principal component analysis
and factor analysis for dimensionality reduction [17,18] and self-organizing maps for 2 Dimensional
representation of the data [3,10]. All identified methods are not particularly well-suited to time series
data, such as smart meter data. Consequently, the clustering methods applied to the data do not
leverage the intrinsic temporal data structure hidden in the smart meter data.
Many of the papers identified in [4] fail to acknowledge smart meter readings as time series data,
a data type which contains a temporal component. Only one paper recognized the time series properties
through the application of Fourier transformation, which maps data from the time to the frequency
domain and subsequently applies K-Means to cluster by largest frequency [7]. The omission of the time
series structure in the analysis leads to the application of methods that are not designed for handling
temporal components. K-Means ignores autocorrelation, unless the input data is preprocessed; methods
for preprocessing input data to enable K-Means to account for autocorrelation are described in [19].
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In [20,21], principal component analysis and similarity measures for time series evaluation of
generic data are discussed. The conclusions are applicable to smart meter data, although the method
works best with fewer meters than recordings and thus, conversely, the dataset expands.
The clusters identified in the papers are validated by a variety of indices, with the most prevalent
being the cluster dispersion index (CDI) [22–24], the Davies–Bouldin index (DBI) [25,26] and the mean
index adequacy (MIA) [8,13].
This paper will describe methods for preprocessing smart meter data to enable K-Means to
evaluate autocorrelation in data. These methods will make it possible to exploit hidden structures and
thus increase the amount of information applicable for clustering.
3. Data Summary and Preparation
This section introduces the smart meter electricity consumption data that will be analyzed for
the remainder of this paper. The data is kindly provided by SydEnergi, the largest electricity utility
company in southern Denmark.
This paper analyzes consumption patterns for apartments and (semi)detached houses connected
to the district heating system in the city of Esbjerg. It covers four postal codes—6700, 6705, 6710,
and 6715—and the two selected household types are expected to behave identically. There were
initially 34,000+ consumers of these two types in Esbjerg, each with a smart meter installed that records
consumption every 60 min. We only analyzed these two residential categories as we were interested in
analyzing consumption differences within consumer groups and not across different housing types.
The literature does not advise on the time length for analyzing consumption patterns. Paper [16]
analyzes load profiles with a consumption window of one week, which is also the consumption
window that we selected for this study. We selected the second week of January 2011, starting on
Monday the 10th and ending Sunday the 16th, with both days included. With consumption recorded
each 60 min, this yields 24 recordings per day for a total of 168 recordings per meter across the
seven days.
The precise number and types of smart meter data employed in this paper is described in Table 1.
The accompanying waterfall table (Table 2) illustrates the effect of the preprocessing on the final data
set size.
Table 1. Initial data description of SydEnergi data for the city of Esbjerg, comprising 13 distinct
quantitative measures of the data applied in the paper. As introduced in [4].
Data Description Value
Country Denmark
Region Region Syd (Region South) postal codes: 6700, 6705, 6710, 6715 (City of Esbjerg)
Supplier SydEnergi Electricity Utility
Initial Size 34,418 m
Clear Reduction Confer Table 2.
Missing Values 70 m
Final Size 32,241
Recording Frequency 60 min
Start 10 January 2011
End 16 January 2011
Length 168 observations (hourly readings)
Type Single family house (18,058 initial size)Apartments (15,721 initial size) both heated via district heating.
Referral Data has never before been referenced.
Before analysis, the data was preprocessed to remove missing data and other undesirable traits.
A two-stage process for cleaning the data was applied. Stage 1 involved a simple descriptive statistical
examination of the data, ensuring the removal of; missing values, zero mean consumption, zero
median consumption, and zero variance, all of which would indicate missing consumption information.
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This preprocessing is outlined in a waterfall statistic, seen in Table 2, which presents the effect of
each step of the preprocessing. For more advanced anomaly detection methods see [27]. Stage 2
exploited the fact that the data set encompassed data from the subsequent third week of January
from the 17th–23rd. This helped us to identify meters that were behaving irregularly in week two,
by evaluating the week-on-week consumption change. This change can be an indication of vacant
dwellings with a subsequent consumption increase, e.g., returning from vacation. We defined irregular
as a week-on-week consumption change of more than 200%. Meters that exhibited this consumption
pattern were removed from the data set.
Table 2. Data cleaning waterfall. Filter indicates the removal criteria and Meters show the remaining
meters after the application of the filter. Discard is the number of meters discarded through the filtering.
Final bulk is the number of meters ready for analysis after the cleaning of data.
Filter Meters Discard Note
Initial Data 34,418 - Original data
Missing 34,348 70 Removal of meters with missing recordings
Mean Zero 33,325 1023 Removal of meters with 0 mean indicating no consumption
Median Zero 32,745 580 Removal of meters with 0 median indicating no consumption
Variance Zero 32,745 0 Removal of meters with 0 variance indicating flat consumption
Consumption < 0 32,744 1 Removal of meters with <0 consumption indicating prosumers
Overlapping 32,586 158 Overlapping with 2nd week for comparison
+200% Increase 32,241 345 +200% consumption increase from (10th–16th) to (17th–23rd)
Final bulk 32,241 - Final number of meters included in analysis
Figure 1 shows four different meters that exhibit week-on-week consumption changes above
200% percent. In the figure, the consumption change indicates a return to the dwelling; we were not
interested in clustering vacant dwelling consumption and accordingly removed meters with a 200%
increase in consumption.
Figure 1. Four different meters all exhibiting a week-on-week consumption increase above 200%.
This is to filter out dwellings that were vacant during the week analyzed, as we were not interested in
clustering standby consumption.
4. Methodology
This section describes the theoretical statistical framework that we applied to analyze the smart
meter data. Section 4.1 starts with a discussion of the concept of statistical learning and presents a
flow chart illustrating the process applied in this paper. The literature review in Section 2 identified
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K-Means clustering as the most prevalent clustering method for electricity smart meter consumption
data. Section 4.2 discusses the K-Means clustering method and the importance of normalization.
Section 4.3 includes a discussion of cluster validation with the subsequent description of four
selected indices—MIA, cluster dispersion index, the Davies–Bouldin index and the silhouette index.
This section also includes a description of the unsupervised cross-validation applied in this paper.
Sections 4.4 and 4.5 discuss autocorrelation feature extraction and wavelet transformation, which are
methods that can enable K-Means to include temporal components in the clustering process.
4.1. Statistical Learning
The statistical segmentation of data into smaller more homogeneous subsets is carried out by
applying supervised or unsupervised learning. The distinction between supervised and unsupervised
learning is bound to differences in the initial problem conditions. For supervised learning problems
there exist some known class labels and knowledge of the membership attributes of a class.
This membership knowledge is used to create a mathematical function that maps the observations
to classes. For unsupervised learning, class labels do not exist. In unsupervised learning there
exists no apparent external or internal information that can unambiguously identify the potential
underlying clusters. Different methods have been developed in an effort to remedy the problem and
enable unsupervised clustering, but the clusters identified in this way are rarely stable and unique.
There exist several techniques for unsupervised clustering; popular methods include K-means and
hierarchical clustering.
This paper introduces the extraction of data features to enable K-Means to account for the
temporal component in smart meter data. Three different manipulations of the input data were
investigated—normalization, wavelet transformation and autocorrelation feature extraction. Figure 2
illustrates a process overview, where blue boxes indicate the processes that all methods were subjected
to. All analysis was drawn from the data, preparation of data and clustering. This paper introduces three
different data manipulation methods prior to clustering, to enable K-Means to account for intrinsic
information. The methods applied were autocorrelation feature extraction (red), normalization (black),
and wavelets (green). We applied normalization to the wavelet transformation before clustering.
Figure 2. Methodology flow chart. This chart illustrates the different data processing methods applied.
The (blue) boxes indicate processes to which all methods were applied, namely data, preparation and
clustering. After preparation, autocorrelation (red) indicates the extraction of autocorrelation features.
Normalization (black) was applied both as a sole processing method, but also in preparation for wavelet
transformation (green).
Smart meter data is recorded over time; accounting for the temporal component, which can convey
information about the data patterns. By default, K-Means clustering does not consider this temporal
component. Thus, a very important feature of the data—the temporal component—is not employed
in the clustering. Figure 3 shows data with and without a temporal component; the left side shows
data where the temporal component has been collapsed. It is not possible to estimate whether the data
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overlaps or is just very close in distance. The right side shows the exact same data with the temporal
component reinstated. From the right side it can clearly be seen that there is a temporal structure
in the data, this component reveals three different non-overlapping cosine structures. The temporal
component accounts for intrinsic data information that the K-means and other unsupervised methods
do not evaluate when clustering. This paper will present methods to alleviate the problem and enable
the K-Means method to account for temporal structures. Preprocessing the data before clustering with
K-Means can help to include the structure from the right side of Figure 3.
Figure 3. (Left): A scatter of points collapsed to have no temporal component. The three colors indicate
three different clusters, but it is not possible to identify overlap. (Right): The scatter has been expanded
by its original temporal component.
In electricity smart meter data analytics, the clustering methodology is often either K-Means or
hierarchical clustering. These are simple and robust methods that perform reasonably well under
various circumstances. Both employ a distance measure for clustering, and the selection of distance
measure can heavily influence the shape of the clusters [28].
In the absence of knowledge of the true clusters, and to avoid the trivial clustering case of
assigning one cluster to each observation, reducing the variability to 0, several cluster validation
indices were introduced. These indices evaluated the intra-cluster distance and related it to the
inter-cluster distance. Often the indices favor a clustering solution that minimizes the intra-cluster
distance while maximizing the inter-cluster distance.
4.2. K-Means
As described in [4], the K-Means method is the most prevalent technique for electricity smart meter
consumption clustering. K-Means is a simple and robust algorithm for partitioning n observations into
k clusters. This is done by assigning each of the n observations to the closest cluster centroid given
some distance measure. Due to random initialization of the K-Means algorithm, it can result in locally
optimal solutions. It is advised to rerun the clustering several times with different initial random seeds
and select the clustering that yields the best discriminatory performance [29].
The K-Means implementation employed in this paper is the SKlearn data analysis package
for Python version 0.18.2 [30]. We used the SKlearn default settings for maximum iterations until
convergence (max_iter) 300. The K-Means was by default randomly initialized 10 times. The initial
random seed for testing purposes in this paper was set to 12345.
Even though K-Means yields robust solution it is important to recognize that K-Means only
evaluates data from a distance perspective, which from a smart meter data perspective implies
that each time step is evaluated independently without correlation to the neighboring time steps.
That is; K-Means evaluates all meter readings at t = 0 without regards to any structure or correlation
effect with neighboring time steps such as t = 1. Especially with time series, autocorrelation is an
integral aspect, and for electricity consumption we expect there to be some recurrent structure in the
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consumption patterns. K-Means does not evaluate this structure, however, through feature extraction
it is possible to account for the autocorrelation in the input data [19], enabling K-Means to include
this information in the clustering. This paper applies both autocorrelation feature extraction and the
wavelet transformation described in Sections 4.4 and 4.5 to account for the autocorrelation.
Normalizing the smart meter time series makes the data fit the interval [0–1]; in [31], normalization
was applied to smart meter data. This process makes it possible to identify time series with equivalent
consumption patterns instead of identical consumption volumes. As the focus of this paper is clustering
by consumption pattern, we normalize by:
Normalization =
x− xmin
xmax − xmin (1)
4.3. Cluster Validation
In unsupervised learning there exists no natural quantification of the discrepancy between model
and truth, as the true clusters are unknown. The need for evaluating the performance of unsupervised
methods has resulted in the development of various cluster evaluation indices [13]. This paper has,
based on the prevalence found in [4], selected four prominent indices for validation, namely MIA,
the cluster dispersion index (CDI), Davies–Bouldin index (DBI) and the silhouette index. The indices each
evaluate different properties of the clusters. Even though none of the indices can identify the true
underlying structure, their values for different number of clusters can give an indication of how many
clusters to retain in the final clustering. Plotting the progression of the indices as a function of clusters
allows for visual inspection, where abrupt changes in their decline or fluctuating pattern can help
select the number of clusters within a given data set [19]. We advise the evaluation of several indices
jointly, as the combination can be applied to strengthen the argument for the selection of a specific
number of clusters.
4.3.1. Mean Adequacy Index (MIA)
The MIA index calculates the square root of the average distance from each member of a class to
the class centroid and scales it by the number of classes K.
MIA =
√
1
K ∑
K
k=1 d
2(Ck), (2)
where d2(Ck) is the squared average distance within cluster k. The MIA index is a measure of
within-class dispersion. Large distances within the class indicate a poor fit; high index values indicate
large within-cluster dispersion.
4.3.2. Cluster Dispersion Index (CDI)
The CDI is a revised version the MIA index scaled by the average cluster distance d(C). The CDI
prefers large inter-cluster distances and small intra-cluster distances [24].
CDI =
1
d(C)
√
1
K ∑
K
k=1 d
2(Ck) (3)
Smaller values indicate better clustering. d(C) is the average cluster distance between any two
clusters in the clustering, while d2(Ck) is the average squared within the cluster distance.
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4.3.3. Davies–Bouldin Index (DBI)
The DBI evaluates the overlap between clusters. This is done by evaluating the average
intra-cluster distance, given by diam(Ci), of all clusters i and subsequently comparing all pairs of
clusters divided by their centroid distance d
(
Ci,Cj
)
and selecting the maximum distance for each class.
DBI =
1
K ∑
K
i=1 maxj 6=i
diam(Ci) + diam
(
Cj
)
d
(
Ci,Cj
) (4)
Smaller values of DBI implies that the K-means clustering algorithm separates the data set
properly [11].
4.3.4. Silhouette Index
The Silhouette index evaluates C(x) the average distance between each vector x within a class
C. While C′(x) is the minimum distance from a vector in class C to a vector not in C, scaled by the
maximum distance between two classes C and C′ [4].
Silhouette =
c′(x)− c(x)
max {c(x), c′(x)} (5)
c′(x) = min
y∈C′
d(x, y) (6)
The index is bound in the interval [−1, 1], where higher values are better; negative values indicate
misclustering [31].
4.3.5. Unsupervised Cross-Validation
Cross-validation is an effort to increase model robustness by dividing the data set into a training
and a test set. The training set is used to train the model and the test set is used test the model on
an “unknown” data set. The process helps quantify model stability and helps reduce the chance
of overfit. For cross-validation to achieve its purpose of reducing overfit and evaluating model
performance, there needs to exist a measure of fit. For unsupervised learning no such fit exists [32]; to
remedy this situation we regard the cluster validation indices as the measure of fit, creating a pseudo
cross-validation measure for the fit of our clustering. This pseudo cross-validation enables us at each
number of clusters to evaluate the maximum and minimum value of the index and thus how stable
the index is for a given number of clusters. This paper applied 10-fold cross validation to the indices.
4.4. Autocorrelation Feature Extraction
In time series analysis autocorrelation is an essential concept, encompassing the temporal
component of the data, e.g., the time dependency in a data series. Autocorrelation is, like correlation, a
standardized version of covariance, and is calculated like correlation but as a function of time steps. It
quantifies the relation between time steps, called lags. Plotting the autocorrelation coefficients as a
function of lag reveals important structures of the data such as trends, seasonality and the stability
of the time series [33]. Figures 4–6 show different consumption recordings, illustrating different
consumption patterns and different autocorrelation functions, with 48 lags. The left side shows the
original consumption, while the middle shows the autocorrelation coefficient (solid line) and the 95%
confidence interval (dashed line). The right side of the figures shows the significant autocorrelation
coefficients. The figures illustrate differences in autocorrelation structures. In Figure 4 the lags indicate
no daily cycle and only immediate lags are significant. Figures 5 and 6 exhibit a periodicity in the
autocorrelation near lag 20, indicating a recurrent pattern for both consumers.
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Figure 4. (Left) The original consumption profile, (Middle) the solid line is the autocorrelation
coefficient, dashed lines are the 95% confidence intervals. (Right) Significant autocorrelation coefficients
retained as meter features and applied as input to K-Means clustering. The significant lags only include
the first 14 lags, indicating no recurrent pattern.
Figure 5. (Left) The original consumption profile, (Middle) the solid line is the autocorrelation
coefficient, dashed lines are the 95% confidence intervals. (Right) Significant autocorrelation coefficients
retained as meter features and applied as input to K-Means clustering. The significant lags include lags
from the first five lags and a recurrence at around lag 20, indicating some periodicity in the consumption.
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Figure 6. (Left) The original consumption profile, (Middle) the solid line is the autocorrelation
coefficient, dashed lines are the 95% confidence intervals. (Right) Significant autocorrelation coefficients
retained as meter features and applied as input to K-Means clustering. The significant lags include
lags from the first five lags and a recurrence at around lag 20, indicating some periodicity in the
consumption. The significant lags are distinct from the lags in Figure 5.
4.5. Wavelet Feature Extraction
The wavelet transformation is a basis transformation using wavelet basis functions; wavelets can
represent smooth and locally non-smooth functions. Wavelets have time and frequency localization,
effectively linking time and frequency in contrast to the Fourier transformation which only allows
frequency localization [29]. Wavelets are especially well suited for analyzing high frequency data
because of their ability to capture global smoothness and local spikes in the signal [34], while
filtering out high frequency noise [35]. The application of wavelets for time series feature extraction
in this study was inspired by [36]. In the process of filtering high frequency data, wavelets perform
efficient data compression by removing non-significant coefficients. Often this process removes a
considerable number of coefficients. The decomposition of the signal into wavelet coefficients is
not easily interpretable by humans but are readily applicable as input for the K-Means algorithm.
The wavelet coefficients are uncorrelated [37].
Choosing a suitable wavelet is difficult, as the scaled basis wavelet must be able to encompass
the structure of the original signal. We applied the Coiflet 8 wavelet seen in Figure 7, which is
highly fluctuating, enabling the encapsulation of high frequency data. We removed non-significant
coefficients by applying universal thresholding [38] to the wavelet coefficients. The Python wavelet
package PyWt [39] was utilized for the wavelet analysis performed in this paper.
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Figure 7. The Coiflet 8 wavelet applied in this paper. It exhibits a similar structure to the meter data,
making it a suitable candidate for the wavelet transformation of the input data.
5. Results
This section will describe the results obtained by applying the methodology introduced in
Section 4 to the dataset described in Section 3. Section 5.1 will describe clustering with normalized data,
while Section 5.2 describes the application of the wavelet transformation and Section 5.3 describes the
influence of the autocorrelation feature extraction on the clustering performance. Finally, Section 5.4
will summarize the performed clustering solutions.
5.1. Cluster Permance: Normalized Data
In [19] and various other papers, clustering smart meter consumption by only normalizing data
has produced acceptable clustering performance. Clustering the SydEnergi data by only normalizing
the data produced the inconclusive cluster validation index graphs seen in Figure 8, indicating a
lack of identifiable clusters. Figure 8 shows how the cluster validation indices develop as function of
the number of clusters. The dashed lines surrounding the individual indices indicate the maximum
and minimum observed values at each selection of clusters calculated by pseudo cross-validation,
as described in Section 4.3.5.
As described in Section 4.3, we were looking for an elbow break in the index development,
indicating that more clusters will not improve the clustering. The silhouette and MIA indices
exhibited very small changes, indicating stability, and both flattened almost immediately, as they were
questionable with regards to their performance on the SydEnergi data. Arguably, the silhouette index
indicates three clusters, but the structure was poorly defined in the graph and hence we discarded it as
a possible optimum number of clusters. The inability of the K-Means to cluster the normalized data
can in this case be attributed to the close resemblance of the households included in the study. We
included only houses and apartments from the city of Esbjerg connected to district heating.
Figure 8. Cluster validation indicator development as a function of clusters. The silhouette and MIA
validation indices were non-informative in this data set. While the CDI index exhibits large variation,
there is no indication of optimum cluster selection, which was also the case for the DBI index.
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Normalizing the SydEnergi input data prior to the K-Means clusters, the households included in
this analysis were similar in overall grouping, but for 32,000+ consumers the method was expected to
reveal sub-clusters. This is an indication that normalization of smart meter data in this case was so
subtle that K-Means was unable to identify clusters.
5.2. Cluster Performance: Wavelet Transformation
The application of the wavelet transformation of input data resolves the autocorrelation, as the
coefficients are uncorrelated. In effect, wavelet transformation performs dimension reduction, keeping
the structure of the time series with a reduced number of coefficients. This makes the feature space very
similar to the original space, thus—as seen in Figure 9—creating very similar cluster validation indices.
In this case, the wavelets did not create more insightful index development and no apparent optimum
number of clusters was identifiable. As the wavelet transform compressed the data, the inability
to identify clusters was no surprise, as the compressed data was similar to the normalized data.
The Python wavelet package; PyWt [39] was unable to calculate the silhouette due to memory overflow
issues, attributable to the large data set, and this is thus not included.
Figure 9. Cluster validation index development from 2 to 36 clusters using Coiflet 8 wavelet
transformation. Significance was established applying universal thresholding. No apparent structure
was found in the development of the three indices. As with normalized data, the CDI exhibited large
fluctuations, while MIA and DBI had very controlled fluctuations.
5.3. Cluster Performance: Autocorrelation Feature Extraction
The autocorrelation feature extraction (ACF) method—described in Section 4.4—was applied to
the data with 24 lags, equivalent to 24 h temporal information. Only statistically significant lags were
retained as input data to the K-Means. The transformation reduced the data set size from 32,241 smart
meters X 168 hours to 32,241 smart meters X 24 lags (hours). This is a clear reduction of the dataset,
with a tangible effect on the computational cost of the K-Means clustering.
As with the normalized clustering, we calculated the cluster validation index for each number of
clusters from 2 to 36; Figure 10 shows the index development. The solid line represents the average
index value, with the corresponding dashed lines indicating the maximum and minimum observed
values for any given cluster number. In Figure 10, the DBI index shows an “elbow break” at 12 clusters,
combined with narrow minimum and maximum bands, implying that 12 clusters is optimum. The MIA
and silhouette indices are almost horizontal throughout the entire span of clusters, with very small
variation, giving no indication of cluster selection. In contrast, the CDI index exhibits large variation
and a jagged horizontal development, also indicating no specific number of clusters. This indicates
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that the autocorrelation features are potent for the identification of subtle differences in a perceived
homogeneous group, enabling even finer clustering.
Figure 10. Cluster validation index development for the autocorrelation features (ACF). The DBI index
shows a distinct “elbow” break at 12 clusters.
The corresponding plot of the different cluster means in the 12-cluster case is shown in Figure 11.
Many of the clusters exhibit similar auto-correlation structures with slight variations in the value and
lag offset. Generally, except for clusters 4 and 8, there is a short-term dependency of the past five lags
(hours) with zero significant lags in the interval from 5 to 20 lags (hours), and then an indication of
recurrent structure. Clusters 4 and 8 are distinctively different from all other clusters; cluster 4 shows
a close to linear declining lag function, but no recurrent component, indicating no daily cycle in the
consumption pattern. Cluster 8 also exhibits a close to linear decline throughout the 24 lags—except for
some fluctuation in the very first lag—and no indication of a 24 hour trend. The remaining clusters have
significant lags for the first and final five lags, with different offsets around lag 20 indicating a recurrent
consumption pattern. The 12 clusters indicate similar consumption but with slight differences, these
differences are attributable to diversity in consumption; although the overall consumption is similar,
the finer details are amplified using the autocorrelation features.
Figure 11. Plot of the 12 autocorrelation function cluster means (ACF) identified using the CDI.
Clusters 4 and 8 are distinctly different showing linear decline and no recurrence. The remaining
clusters exhibit a largely similar structure, with different values, and a different lag for recurrence.
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The cluster composition of the 12 identified clusters gives further indication of the clustering
performance. Table 3 presents an overview of each cluster’s composition in terms of size, dwelling
type distribution and postal code distribution. The clusters are well balanced, each accounting for
approximately 10% of the total data. In each cluster there is a 40–60% penetration of apartments,
indicating, as stated in Section 3, that electricity consumption is influenced more by inhabitants than
by dwelling type; apartment or house. Finally, the distribution across postal codes is even according to
the size of each postal code. This indicates overall balanced clusters and not just a clustering of select
outliers, demonstrating no geographical clustering.
Table 3. Cluster composition table of the 12 different clusters. Only clusters 4 and 8 are markedly
different from rest, with a very small cluster size. The remaining clusters sizes are well-balanced across
all parameters.
Cluster Composition Dwelling Type Postal Code in Esbjerg
Cluster Size % of Total Data Apartments Houses 6700 6705 6710 6715
0 3198 9.92% 1244 1954 1396 571 754 477
1 2456 7.62% 851 1605 976 460 609 411
2 3342 10.37% 1240 2102 1427 603 798 514
3 3988 12.37% 1920 2068 1953 739 763 533
4 239 0.74% 117 122 127 36 45 31
5 4295 13.32% 1854 2441 1956 846 888 605
6 3014 9.35% 1616 1398 1522 586 489 417
7 3590 11.13% 2237 1353 1976 674 539 401
8 405 1.26% 300 105 256 63 46 40
9 3703 11.48% 1476 2227 1568 670 868 597
10 1794 5.56% 859 935 875 344 347 228
11 2217 6.88% 946 1271 940 462 488 327
Total 32,241 100.00% 14,660 17,581 14,972 6054 6634 4581
5.4. Comparison of Results
The three different preprocessing methods of the K-Means input data yield very different results.
In the data from Esbjerg, where the two household composition groups chosen are very similar, the
normalization and the normalization + wavelet transformation were unable to provide any meaningful
clustering solution for the data. There was no significant difference in the data structure between
normalizing and wavelet transformation of the SydEnergi data. The wavelets do compress and remove
autocorrelation, but do not provide the K-Means with the possibility to leverage the autocorrelation.
For data where the normalization produced viable clustering solutions, the wavelet transformation was
expected to do the same, but with a reduced number of dimensions and thus a significant reduction in
computational effort.
With the SydEnergi data, the autocorrelation feature (ACF) method provided clustering solutions
that leveraged the autocorrelation inherent in the data. This produced balanced clusters that
encompassed the underlying structure found in the consumption patterns of the individual smart
meters. The clustering solution generated by ACF was different from the normalization and wavelet
transformation solution in that it provided more clusters, but also a different number of clusters.
This difference was also observed in [19].
A measure for evaluating the clustering is analyzing the computational effort needed to perform
the clustering. All three cases preprocessed the input data. The processes can be run in constant time
and their influence on the overall runtime is negligible compared to K-Means lower bound runtime of
k
√
n [40] and upper bound of O(kn) [40], where k is clusters and n is observations. The reduction of the
input data via the autocorrelation features or wavelet transformation can result in a significant decrease
in the minimum and worst case computational effort needed to cluster the data [19], see Table 4.
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Table 4. Clustering method runtime comparison. The normalized and wavelet methods were unable
to provide meaningful clusters and are for comparison set to 12 clusters and 25% compression for
wavelets. The autocorrelation and wavelet method reduced the dataset size, with a significant impact
on the runtime. The table is an adaptation from a table in [19].
Processing Normalization Autocorrelation Features Wavelet
Scaling/Transform Constant time Constant time Constant time
Size of input data (n) 168 × 32k+ 24 × 32k+ 42 × 32k+
Best case running time (12 clusters) 12
√
168 12
√
24 12
√
42
Worst case running time (12 clusters) 12168 1224 1242
6. Discussion
The K-Means clustering algorithm is a simple, efficient and robust method for unsupervised
clustering. It is readily implemented in many software suites and easy to apply to numeric data sets.
However, the straightforward application of modern data mining software exposes possible pitfalls
in data analysis. As this paper shows, it is not possible to calculate meaningful clusters from the
SydEnergi data applying the K-Means method directly. Only through careful preprocessing of the
input data to enable K-Means to account for temporal components did we calculate meaningful clusters.
This demonstrates the importance of understanding and recognizing the data type under analysis.
Failing to regard smart meter data as data evolving over time impairs the analysis by not encompassing
all available information. Intrinsic data information is not generally utilized in smart meter analysis;
reference [4] showed that data type knowledge was not consistently applied in the literature. In the
case of smart meter data, the missing information is the autocorrelation, which quantifies how past
observations influence current observations.
As described in Section 4.2, K-Means is unable to include autocorrelation, and in effect ignores
this intrinsic information. In a supervised—e.g. regression—setting, this could potentially result in
singularities, making the problem unsolvable, or at least rendering the coefficients unstable. K-Means
robustness ignores this and creates a clustering regardless, not requiring the analyst to reflect upon
model and data decisions. This paper has improved on the clustering performance of K-Means
by enabling the algorithm to account for intrinsic information. This has been achieved through
transformation and feature extraction based on data insights. The preprocessing of the input data
enables K-Means to cluster data structures it was not originally intended to include. K-Means input
preprocessing was successfully applied in this paper, but also to district heating data [19], where it
was applied to reduce within-cluster variance.
K-Means is useful for prototyping, with extensive applications in smart meter clustering. However,
the within-cluster variability is consistently large, such that the clusters overlap, delivering academically
viable clusters with inconsequential practical value. The overlap results in indistinguishable clusters.
There exists a gap in the literature on time series comparison, not just regarding clustering, but also
the subsequent evaluation of the similarity of the time series. There exists some literature where
various features are extracted from the individual time series and compared. This is a computationally
expensive process, which is not always easily automatable. In general, the features proposed and
traditional time series analysis have not yet been combined into a strong framework for comparing
time series data. Ultimately there is a need for future research into statistically sound methods for
evaluating the differences between time series, enabling researchers to better evaluate the resulting
clusters and conclude on their (dis)similarity. Without better tools to evaluate differences in time series
and reduce the within-cluster variability, smart meter consumption clustering could potentially linger as
an academic exercise. This applies not only to smart meter data, but to time series clustering in general.
Not all transformations improve the clustering performance of K-Means. The paper applied
several, with only successful application of autocorrelation features. Further, we conducted a principal
component analysis with an ensuing substantial reduction in dimensions, however the subsequent
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clustering of the transformed data showed no improvement compared to the normalization of the
input data.
Wavelet transformation was applied and retained much of the general structure of the data in
compressed form; thus the cluster validation index development closely resembled the development
of the normalized data. The wavelet transformation removed autocorrelation and compressed the data
by large factors, resulting in faster performance of the clustering, but with a similar result as that for
the original uncompressed data.
The feature extraction methods applied in this paper also reduced the dimensionality of the input
data set. This reduction had a significant impact on the computational cost of clustering smart meter
data. The wavelet method compresses but maintains the original structure, enabling faster but similar
clusters than normalized clustering, while the autocorrelation clusters around data features from the
time series and produces different and—for the SydEnergi data—finer-grained clusters.
Mathematics provides a myriad of methods for data manipulation, which can help draw out
intrinsic information from data. It requires that the analyst bring knowledge of the data and reflect
upon the methods applicable, beyond the popular choices, and that they apply their knowledge to
improve the model performance. This paper has shown that careful preprocessing of the data before
clustering can improve the clustering performance in several ways, namely speed, the information
included in clustering and better cluster definitions by measure of variance.
7. Conclusions
This paper has shown the existence of autocorrelation in specific smart meter electricity data. It is
not a general proof of the existence of autocorrelation in all smart meter datasets, but is an indication
that smart meter data needs to be examined for autocorrelation before analysis commences. This paper
successfully extracted significant autocorrelation coefficients and incorporated them into subsequent
clustering using K-Means.
The autocorrelation coefficients, regarded as features, enabled the K-Means algorithms to
encompass autocorrelation and deliver more detailed clusters. The resulting clusters are well balanced,
with an even distribution of dwelling type within each cluster and across different postal codes.
Two clusters were distinctly different from the rest in their overall consumption profile but also in
their size, being markedly smaller. In contrast, normalizing the smart meter electricity consumption
data was unsuccessful in providing unambiguous clusters. Wavelet transformation of the input data
to the K-Means was successful in compressing the data and removing multi-collinearity, but it did
not succeed in identifying an optimum number of clusters. Furthermore, this paper implemented an
unsupervised version of cross-validation enabling stability measures of the validation indices.
In conclusion, this paper has shown that the clever transformation of data prior to K-Means
clustering can improve performance and enable K-Means to handle data and information of types
for which it was not originally intended. This result makes it possible to produce clusters from smart
meter data that are better defined through smaller clusters with less within-cluster variance.
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